To Our Valued Customers

NTT Advanced Technology Corporation
Global Business Headquarters
Optical Products Business Unit

NEOCLEAN–P Cleaner Notice of Discontinuation

Dear Customer,

Thank you very much for your continued patronage of our products.

We are contacting you at this time to inform you that the manufacturing of the optical connector cleaner “NEOCLEAN–P” (formerly known as OPTIPOP P), will be terminated.

Regarding the above mentioned cleaner, we have continued in our efforts to continue selling this product up until now. However, due to the discontinuation in the production of the raw material needed, production has not been able to be continued.

While we regret this action since it arises from our own situations, we will be terminating sales of stock.

We apologize for any inconvenience, but we would request that you circulate this memo to relevant departments within your company that may need this information.

Best Regards.

Memo

Detailed information on changes to cleaner specifications

(1) Affected Cleaners

- NEOCLEAN–P125 (Model No.: ATC–NE–P1 (Old Model No.: ATC–PP–01))
- NEOCLEAN–P250 (Model No.: ATC–NE–P2 (Old Model No.: ATC–PP–02))

(2) Time period for termination of sales

As inventory lasts (estimated to finish approximately the end of September, 2017)

※ Please note that while there are existing stocks for about one half year, sales termination may be earlier, depending on the status of orders.

Inquiries

NTT Advanced Technology Corporation
Optical Connector Cleaners Supervisor
http://www.ntt-at.com/product/optical_cleaner/